[Aug 4 2014, 11:00 PM] edinnovator: welcome, everyone!
[Aug 4 2014, 11:02 PM] edinnovator: #TeachDoNow
[Aug 4 2014, 11:05 PM] edinnovator: post your questions here and we'll get them answered.


[Aug 4 2014, 11:11 PM] RandyDepew: Imagine the first president who grew up with FB, Twitter, Instagram, etc...Oh what skeletons will come out of their closets!


[Aug 4 2014, 11:13 PM] MBWeir: @Randy so true! For our students now it's future employers, college etc.

[Aug 4 2014, 11:13 PM] Daniel Brown: Maybe this is a teachable moment for society, to reconsider how we treat people! There have always been bullies and victims, but now the world can see both sides long after the words have been said. Could this challenge lead society to improve overall?

[Aug 4 2014, 11:14 PM] edinnovator: @Randy start deleting selfies now...?

[Aug 4 2014, 11:14 PM] RandyDepew: When President X was 13 this is what she thought about immigration/drugs/sex...


[Aug 4 2014, 11:18 PM] Daniel Brown: Stakes have ALWAYS been high and we've always done more than just teach our content. Appropriate social behavior has always been part of the job. It's more work, but we just have to keep up with the times!


[Aug 4 2014, 11:19 PM] TinaSilverstein: @TechBioBek Agree that teachers not embracing social learning is a luxury public education can't afford.

[Aug 4 2014, 11:19 PM] MBWeir: So true about "learning together" it's all at the ground level.

[Aug 4 2014, 11:21 PM] RandyDepew: We should get Anthony Weiner in on this discussion


[Aug 4 2014, 11:21 PM] Daniel Brown: @Randy, sadly, I know many as well. But we don't ignore an inappropriate comment in class just because it's not part of our ecology lesson. ;)

[Aug 4 2014, 11:21 PM] MBWeir: Not to be a cliché but it does take a village and I feel as a teacher I should be a role model in and out of the classroom

[Aug 4 2014, 11:23 PM] MBWeir: Might be a good parent/guardian evening topic and invite middle school feeder families as well

[Aug 4 2014, 11:23 PM] mariacolussa: we can do this! join in the conversation


[Aug 4 2014, 11:26 PM] RandyDepew: "The Internet has a long memory. What will it remember about you?"

[Aug 4 2014, 11:26 PM] ssstorm01: @tina today's meet is great - love that rooms can be closed now

[Aug 4 2014, 11:26 PM] Daniel Brown: @MB, agree 100%. Maybe cliché, but more true now than ever when we live in a global community. The world is a smaller place than ever. Kelly is making a great point about this! WE have to be a great role model in all aspects of our life, even "personal" life, since out personal life isn't personal anymore. We CHOOSE to make it public, so we have to set the example of how that works.

[Aug 4 2014, 11:27 PM] MBWeir: Have 1 twitter account but have students use specific hashtag - thinking about creating a school account

[Aug 4 2014, 11:28 PM] RandyDepew: Julie Mora-Blanco: Don't be a bystander

[Aug 4 2014, 11:29 PM] Shayne Train: Humans of New York website is a great example for supportive comments.

[Aug 4 2014, 11:29 PM] ssstorm01: i use twitter with my students, but they use our class acct and have specific hashtags

[Aug 4 2014, 11:31 PM] RandyDepew: @Shayne That's a powerful site

[Aug 4 2014, 11:31 PM] ssstorm01: practicing tweets is a great idea - can really be done with any of the social media - practice posting to instagram, fb, etc

[Aug 4 2014, 11:31 PM] jrunstrom: https://cel.ly/? is a great walled garden site that is private and free that I used recently in a graduate class. Great for back channeling and corresponding with profs and classmates.

[Aug 4 2014, 11:31 PM] MBWeir: Have 1 twitter account but have students use specific hashtag - thinking about creating a school account

[Aug 4 2014, 11:32 PM] ssstorm01: i've seen high school students participating in various edchats - pretty cool

[Aug 4 2014, 11:32 PM] MBWeir: Thanks for bringing up that topic Matt!

[Aug 4 2014, 11:33 PM] Daniel Brown: @Rebecca, I love that process. The investment in teaching responsible social media use quickly paid off and it suddenly became an efficient learning tool!


[Aug 4 2014, 11:36 PM] GailDesler: @edinnovator thanks for this resource!


[Aug 4 2014, 11:37 PM] GailDesler: And thanks @ShellTerrel for creating Avatar Tips resource!
jrunstrom: I had a student last year who had many struggles with mental illness and he was more comfortable online with an alter persona online. He was being himself, but many who didn't know his avatar had no idea who he was. He liked it better that way because he wasn't judged for his illness.

Daniel Brown: I had a similar experience with a shy young lady who opened up when we used Edmodo. By the end of the year she had blossomed into a social butterfly because the safe school-based social media experience gave her chance to interact at her own pace!

MBWeir: @jrunstrom & Daniel - same here - many of my introverts love on-line discussions

TechBioBek: Social media, online discussions are awesome for those "quiet" kids who have such amazing things to share!

RandyDepew: And, it's not just about quiet kids, but also kids who need more time to process

MBWeir: Yes!

jrunstrom: Yes! I am an adult that processes longer. That's why I love online learning.

Daniel Brown: Yeah! Processing time!

Shayne Train: http://digital-id.wikispaces.com/PSA+Challenge

MBWeir: Kelly TY my students love to do PSAs


sstorm01: our district has a hashtag for Quakertown #qlove

Shayne Train: Lots of art teachers are putting their student work on Instagram

RandyDepew: Just checked #qlove and saw a bunch of Eagle Scouts receiving their rank... every tweet was positive

RandyDepew: Instagram = Where the kids are

Daniel Brown: Wow, that's terrible and wonderful at the same time! Could lives be saved because people have a better way to make a cry for help?

sstorm01: love the common sense poster about posting appropriate pictures - go over that w/my 6th graders before we start posting to class acct

MBWeir: As a mandatory reporter I don't really have a choice but to report any sign of abuse or self harm. This does not stop me from trying to bring in more and more tech

sstorm01: vine is another cool app to use with kids - made 7 sec clips of what courage is in middle school and other positive message

MBWeir: Voicethread as well

TinaSilverstein: Digital Citizenship and Online Safety so important- I think it should be addressed in teacher training programs.

GailDesler: @MBWeir - agreeing on power of Voicethread to mentor students on digital, media, and social literacies.

sstorm01: absolutely Tina - and reviewed with classroom teachers now teaching

edinnovator: any questions for the group?

Shayne Train: All teachers should be aware of what to do, options, if kids come to them.
RandyDepew: Kelly makes a great point that pulling the plug isn't necessarily the right thing when the kids safety net is online. It's complicated.

sstorm01: how do you address the anonymity in social media - many kids make alternate accts for instagram, etc. Also, how do we discourage kids to leave sites like askfm?

MBWeir: My own children's school is using Sprigeo to report bullying / school safety issues.

MBWeir: I think this topic is important for PD but also parent / guardians.

Daniel Brown: Great point MB. As a mandated reporter, social media gives another tool to help be a child advocate and keep them safe. Sure, it's stressful, but it's also a vital and powerful role we fill.

Curriculum resources, are there other places that offer good curriculum for high school students?

Daniel Brown: Yes Rebecca! Yes! Now everyone in the "community" can help kids develop as citizens! :)

Shayne Train: http://mediasmarts.ca/ is a good resource.

sstorm01: I struggle with a single curriculum teaching dig cit. Agree that it needs to be a culture with all teachers addressing it.

GailDesler: But not "top down" teaching of DigCit.

RandyDepew: When dig.cit. is a curriculum it's just another school thing to be forgotten. When it's part of the culture of learning, well then...

sstorm01: Shelly is making a great point about allowing the kids to learn from their mistakes.

GailDesler: "Part of the culture of learning" - OK if I quote you on that @Randy?

RandyDepew: of course.

GailDesler: don't even quote me, just make it your own! :)

Shayne Train: Thank you Matt and the whole panel!

MBWeir: Practice makes perfect or close right?


GailDesler: great conversation.

Daniel Brown: Thank you everyone!

mskparks: Thank you!

RandyDepew: Thanks everyone! Great Talk.

GailDesler: Will do:-)

MBWeir: TY again to the panel and the series for really make me think and get ready for the school year which starts on 8/13!

edinnovator: www.makesummer.org

edinnovator: www.educatorinnovator.org

edinnovator: www.kqed.org/donow

edinnovator: Thanks, everyone!

TinaSilverstein: Great guests on this and other of the #TeachDoNow webinars. Thanks!

RandyDepew: See you all next week! Tell your friends ;)